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Disclaimer and Appropriate Use of Course Information: The content and instruction made 

throughout this course are provided solely for reference and educational purposes to students, 

traders, and analysts (Participants).  

By participating in this course, you agree that all trading or investment decisions made by 

Participant are at the sole risk to the Participant and Participant assumes all responsibility for any 

and all decisions made in financial markets.  

By taking this course, you also acknowledge that trading in financial markets involves risk of 

loss as well as the potential for gains. As a student, trader, or investor, you agree to assume all 

responsibility for any and all actions you initiate in financial markets, and neither the authors, 

instructors, or publishers affiliated with this course, or anyone whose work is cited or referenced 

in the course, assumes any liability whatsoever for your decisions.  

Futures or options trading are considered high risk. Information provided in the MMTA course 

or MMA publications is provided with sincere intent, and according to MMA’s own proprietary 

and copyrighted processes and methodologies. All content and information provided is the 

intellectual property of MMA and MMTA developed by Raymond Merriman and his 40+ years 

of experience, observation, and research. Students may use this material responsibly and solely 

for their own trading and investment planning. They may cite brief sections of these studies with 

proper credit to MMA or MMTA. However, any other reproduction or use of this copyrighted 

material must be with the written consent of MMA. 
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MMTA COURSE 3 

GEOCOSMIC CORRELATIONS TO TRADING CYCLES IN  

FINANCIAL MARKETS 
 

 

 Welcome to the third course of the Merriman Market Timing Academy! 

 

 The title of this course is Geocosmic Correlations to Trading Cycles in Financial Markets. 

 

 In Course 1, we covered all the long-, intermediate-, and short-term cycles in financial 

markets. We discussed in detail the concept that each of these cycles was a phase of a larger cycle, 

and that each cycle furthermore is comprised of smaller cycles, also known as phases or sub-cycles. 

We also discussed at length the types of chart patterns that form within each cycle, based upon its 

various phases. 

 

 In the second course, we examined the correlation of the longer-term cycles in financial 

markets to planetary cycles. Due to the need for data going back several decades, we were able to 

focus mostly upon the U.S. stock market, with some studies possible on Silver and grain markets. 

In this course, we demonstrated how the longest-term financial cycles tend to unfold when the 

longest-term planetary pair cycles were present. Our focus, therefore, was on the sign positions of 

Pluto, Neptune, Uranus, Saturn, and the Moon’s North Node. We also studied in detail the periods 

of time in which aspects formed between Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. We then did special 

studies on the sign position of Jupiter, as well as its correlation to intermediate-term cycles. We 

determined that long-term planetary positions, and their aspects to one another, did indeed 

correlate with long and intermediate-term market cycles, especially in U.S. stock indices, but also 

quite clearly in the Silver market. 

 

 Now we commence Course 3: “Geocosmic Correlations to Trading Cycles in Financial 

Markets.” This course will not require extensive long-term price data. Applying the same 

principles that were elucidated in Course 2, we will now examine the correlation of shorter-term 

planetary sign positions and aspects to the primary cycle in financial markets. The primary cycle 

is the central cycle to use for trading purposes. In most financial markets, primary cycles have a 

mean periodicity of 18 weeks (17-19 weeks), although some are longer, like currencies, and some 

are shorter, like the Japanese stock market. Our goal in this course is to determine which planetary 
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phenomena have the greatest correlation to primary cycles within an allowable orb of time, usually 

categorized in two periods: within 4 trading days or 8-12 trading days, in most cases. Those that 

have the highest correlation to primary cycles are labeled Level 1 geocosmic signatures. The 

second highest group correlating with primary cycles is labeled Level 2 geocosmic signatures. 

Another group with even less correlation is labeled as Level 3 types. Those that do not meet our 

criteria for a useful correlation are omitted altogether.  

 

 As you do your studies of various financial markets, you will see that several geocosmic 

signatures fulfill the criterion for a Level 1 label in many different financial markets. Yet others 

may be Level 1 types for one market, while perhaps being a Level 2 or 3 in another market. That 

is why it is important to do studies for all markets in order to find which signatures are most 

effective in which markets. 

 

 Once again, this course demonstrates how geocosmic studies, or financial astrology, provide 

a great value to humanity in understanding where a market is in terms of short-, intermediate-, or 

longer-term economic and financial cycles. In this course, one will see that correlation manifest in 

providing a very valuable map in knowing where a market is, within its shorter-term cycles and 

trading picture.    

 

Sincerely, 

 

Raymond A. Merriman   Gianni Di Poce 

President: MMTA    Director: MMTA 
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PURPOSES AND OBJECTIVES OF COURSE 3 

 

 The purpose of Course 3 is to demonstrate and then understand the following principles: 

 

1. Certain planets in particular signs have a tendency to correlate with bullish or bearish trends 

in different financial markets. This may be according to geocentric or heliocentric 

positions. 

2. Specific planets have a higher or lower correlation to primary cycles in various financial 

markets when they turn retrograde or direct (stationary) in their geocentric movement. 

3. Specific planets in planetary aspects have a greater or lesser correlation to primary cycles 

than others in different financial markets. 

4. By examining time bands in which several geocosmic signatures occur in a short period, 

one can determine a critical reversal date for most financial markets within an orb of three 

trading days. 

5. When a geocosmic critical reversal date overlaps with a time band for a primary, half-

primary, or major cycle trough or crest, the likelihood of a reversal is increased, and the 

time band for the completion of that cycle can be narrowed considerably. 

6. Enhancing the art of identifying a turning point in financial markets by the use of charts 

for a particular market, and then determining times when transiting planets make major 

aspects to the “natal” positions of planets in those charts, i.e. the “Buttonwood chart” of 

the U.S. stock market. 

7. Once the market enters a time band of a cycle culmination and/or reversal, according to 

cycle and geocosmic studies, a trading plan can be constructed that takes into account 

optimal risk-reward parameters. 

8. Advising trading clients on when to buy and sell, and what risk parameters to use that 

would negate the recommendation. 

 

For this course, you will need an ephemeris with an aspectarian that goes back at least 20 

years, and/or an astrological software program that can make a “hit list” of geocosmic signatures 

in chronological order. It will also be useful to have FAR for the Galactic Trader, which can aid 

greatly in the quick calculation of critical reversal dates through its “MMA Research” function. 
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GLOSSARY OF GEOCOSMIC TERMS 

LESSON 1 

 
Please review the pre-seminar notes in “How to Read an Ephemeris,” or the Glossary of 

Course 2, for further explanations on many of the terms given below. 

 

The purpose of this glossary is to familiarize one with terms that will be used in Course 3. 

 

1. Ingress refers to the time in which a planet transits from one sign to the next. Planets 

ingress into signs in both the geocentric and heliocentric system. The difference is not very 

great when dealing with the outermost planets, like Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and 

Pluto. However, their positions can be greatly different when studying Mars and the inner 

planets. 

 

2. Short-Term Planetary Cycles: This refers to the amount of time it takes a faster moving 

planet to orbit around the Sun, or transit through the 12 signs of the zodiac. The “Faster 

Moving Planets” in Financial Astrology include the Sun (not a planet, but it tracks the 

movement of the Earth in its orbit around the Sun, as seen from Earth), Mercury, Venus, 

and Mars. In heliocentric astrology, we use the Earth instead of the Sun. The position of 

the Earth in heliocentric astrology is exactly opposite the position of the Sun in geocentric 

astrology.  

 

A page from the geocentric ephemeris for August 2013 is shown below. A page from the 

heliocentric ephemeris for August 2013 is shown on the next page. Note the difference of 

the positions of Mercury, Venus and Mars between the two. Also, note the similarity of 

positions for the outer planets of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. 
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3. Planetary Pair Cycles of Faster Moving Planets: The amount of time it takes any two 

planets to make a conjunction to one another involving at least the Sun, Mercury, Venus, 

or Mars. It may also refer to the amount of time it takes two planets to enter into the same 

type of aspect, or spatial distance, from one another. 

 

In most cases involving the inner planets in aspect to all other planets, the cycle will last 

less than 13 months. When Mars is involved, the cycle will often last 2-3 years. 

 

4. Aspects: Specific spatial relationships between planets. These are considered the times of 

greatest influence involving the principles of those two planets.  
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The major aspects are as follows, as discussed in detail Course 2: 

 

Conjunction, Opposition, Square, and Trine. For trading cycles, we only use these 

aspects, for they are the only ones that have exhibited a consistent correlation to major or 

greater trading cycles. In some cases, sextiles involving Jupiter have also exhibited reliable 

correlations. All aspects used in MMTA courses pertain to geocentric astrology, not 

heliocentric. Heliocentric astrology is used only in cases involving ingresses, especially 

that of Mercury into Sagittarius. 

 

5. Retrograde: As seen from earth, a planet will sometimes appear to go backwards through 

the zodiac. It never really goes backwards. It is an illusion caused by the position in its 

circular orbit around the sun of one planet relative to another.  

 

6. Primary Cycle: This is the main trading cycle used to analyze or trade financial markets. 

In most cases, its mean periodicity is 17-19 weeks, with a range of 3-4 weeks. 

 

7. Half-Primary Cycle: a low that happens midway through the primary cycle. It is usually 

at the 8-11 week interval of most primary cycles, and it only occurs in the 2-phase or 

combination patterns. 

 

 
 

8. Major Cycle: This is the 1/3 division of the primary cycle, as noted in a three-phase or 

combination pattern. In most markets, this cycle will unfold at 5-7 week intervals from 

one another, sometimes a little less (4-6 weeks), sometimes a little more (5-8 weeks). 

 

An illustration of a three-phase pattern, containing three major cycles in a primary cycle, 

is shown below from Course 1. 
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9. Trading Cycle: Every major cycle sub-divides into 2 or 3 phases known as trading cycles. 

A trading cycle is generally 2-4 weeks long. However, trading cycles also refer to the group 

of cycles used for trading purposes, which include the primary, half-primary, major, and 

the 2-4 week trading cycle. They are all generically referred to as “trading cycles.” 

 

10. Level One geocosmic signature: A stationary planet, or an aspect between two planets, 

that has at least a 66.7% historical correspondence to a primary or greater cycle within 8-

12 trading days (unless noted otherwise). It is also best if it has a C/S value of 9.40 or 

greater. 

 

11. Level Two geocosmic signature: A stationary planet, or an aspect between two planets, 

that has at least a 60% historical correspondence to a primary or greater cycle within 8-12 

trading days (unless noted otherwise). It is also best if it has a C/S value of 9.00 or better. 

 

12. Level Three geocosmic signature: A stationary planet, or an aspect between two planets, 

that has less than a 60% historical correspondence to a primary or greater cycle within 8-

12 trading days (unless noted otherwise). Usually these signatures have a C/S value of less 

than 9.00. 

 

13. Geocosmic Clusters: A time band in which there are at least two Level 1, 2, or 3 signatures 

with no more than 6 calendar days between any two consecutive aspects. 

 

14. Geocosmic Critical Reversal Date: This is the midway point between the first and last 

signature in a geocosmic cluster. 
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MMTA QUIZ #1 COURSE 3 –  

THE TERMINOLOGY OF GEOCOSMIC CYCLES 

 
 

1. Which planets are considered the “faster moving planets”? 

 

 

2. Which planets are known as the “inner planets” in geocentric astrology?” 

 

 

3. Which planet is used in heliocentric astrology that is not used in geocentric astrology? 

 

 

4. Which heliocentric planet ingress are we most concerned about in the timing of Gold 

prices?  

 

 

5. What are the major aspects used in market timing of trading cycles?  

 

 

6. What is the main trading cycle used to analyze or trade financial markets? How long does 

it last in most financial markets? 

 

 

 

7. Which other trading cycles are used in market timing for traders? What is their general 

periodicity? 

 

 

 

8. What is the difference between Level 1, 2, and 3 trading cycles? 

 

 

9. What is a geocosmic cluster? 

 

 

 

10. How is a geocosmic critical reversal date calculated? 
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MODULE LESSON 2 

DESIGNING A STUDY TO MEASURE THE CORRELATION OF 

GEOCOSMIC SIGNATURES TO TRADING CYCLES IN FINANCIAL 

MARKETS  

 
 The objective of this lesson is to design a study that will measure the correlation (if any) 

between geocosmic signatures with trading cycle troughs and crests in financial markets. 

 

 This study and its accompanying values will be very similar to the studies used in Course 2, 

except the values will be adjusted to reflect the importance of the primary cycle as the main feature 

for determining the C/S (Consistency plus Strength) value. 

 

 In this lesson, you will learn the following: 

 

1. Applying a measurement of relative strength based on the type of cycle involved 

2. Developing a formula to measure the consistency (rate of frequency) that a planetary aspect 

or station coincided with a long-term market cycle 

3. Allowable orbs of time to be considered in the frequency of cycle occurrence 

4. The C/S index for trading cycles; combining consistency and relative strength values to 

determine the level of correlation of a planetary aspect to trading cycles 

 

The main difference between the C/S values used in Course 2 and those of Course 3 is in the 

values for cycles that are ascribed, with the emphasis in Course 3 being on the primary cycle, not 

the 4-year cycle. 

 

Trading Cycles and Relative Strength 

 

 For this study, the “relative strength” (‘S’) of trading cycles are assigned a value of 1-5 based 

on the following cycle types, as discussed in Volume 3, page 15: 

 

 Primary or greater cycles        5.00 

 Double top or bottom to primary cycles     4.50 

 Half-primary cycles          4.00 

 Double top or bottom to half-primary cycles    3.50 

 Major cycles           3.00 

 Double top or bottom to major cycles      2.50 

 Major cycle corresponding to < 4% reversal    2.00 

 Trading cycle corresponding to > 4% reversal    2.00  

 Trading cycle corresponding to < 4% reversal    1.00 

 

Planetary Aspects, Stations, and Consistency Values 

 

The “Consistency” (‘C’) value of the MMTA methodology is measured by the percentage of 

instances in which an acceptable trading cycle (includes trading, major, half-primary, and primary 

types) unfolds within an allowable time band, multiplied by 5. Thus, if a trading cycle unfolds 12 

of 15 times, then its Consistency value will be 4.00 (12÷15, or 80%, x 5 = 4.00). 
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The C/S Value (actually, it is C+S value) 

 

The two values – Consistency and Relative Strength – for each planetary aspect are added 

together to produce a combined total of Relative Strength plus Consistency, known as the C/S 

Index (Consistency + Strength Index). This index could have a potential value anywhere from 0.00 

to 10.00, with 10.00 being the strongest correlation. A 10.00 C/S Index would mean that a primary 

(or greater) cycle was present in the allowable time band of every instance that the geocosmic 

signature unfolded. 

 

The Structure of Reporting C/S Values of Planetary Aspects Correlating to Long-Term 

Market Cycles 

 

The structure of our findings, on the basis of this research design and analysis, starts with the 

title of the aspect or station, followed with a simple chronological listing of the dates of each aspect 

or station (titled Dates) and the type of cycle that occurred nearby to this date (titled Cycles). After 

identifying which planetary station or planetary pair aspect is to be studied, the format will look 

like this, from Volume 3 of the Stock Market Timing series (for a conjunction of Venus-Pluto, as 

an example). 

 

VENUS-PLUTO 

 

Conjunction (0°) 

 

         Dates       Cycles 

 

1. Aug. 22, 1978   ½-PT (-3), ½-PB (+7) 

 

 Thus, in this example, the first instance of Venus-Pluto in conjunction that was used in this 

study occurred on August 22, 1978. A 1/2 - primary cycle crest (PT stands for “Primary Top”) 

occurred three trading days before this date. Hence, it is marked (-3). A 1/2-primary cycle trough 

(PB stands for “Primary Bottom”), occurred 7 trading days later.  Hence, it is marked (+7). We 

want to list the strongest cycle crest and/or trough that occurs within 10 trading days of the 

signature. There will be occasions where the orb may be expanded as much as 12 or even 15 

trading days, or reduced to 8 days or less, depending on the aspect and the planets involved, for 

some planetary aspects stay within an orb of influence longer than others do. 

 

 As each cycle type is identified for each date, a marking should be made as to the relative 

strength of the greatest cycle involved within an orb of 8-12 days to the side of that row. A second 

column can be created that reflects the strongest cycle that occurred within 4 trading days.  
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 For example, in the case of the Venus-Pluto conjunction given above, the suggested marking 

would be as follows: 

 

 

         Dates       Cycles     Longer  <4 days  

               

 

1. Aug 22, 1978   ½-PT (-3), ½-PB (+7)     4             4 

2. Oct 2, 1979    PT (+3), TB* (-1)      5         5 

 

 The asterisk (*) next to TB means it was the start and end to a 4% or greater reversal. 

 

 Following the listing of dates and types of cycles that occurred nearby, the format for reporting 

(calculating) the weighted values will appear. This breaks down each market cycle for each 

planetary aspect or station date, according to its strength and consistency, and according to the 

values and calculations described previously. The actual structure of this method of measuring 

values for these shorter-term cycles will be as follows: 

 

Results (+/- x days)    Relative Strength  Consistency   C/S Value 

 All 

  

 

Cycle Types     Crests   Troughs  Either/or  Variance 

 4-year or > 

 50-week or > 

 Primary 

 Half-primary 

 Major >4%  

 

 Percent of time 50-week or greater cycle occurred +/- x days 

 Percent of time primary or greater cycle occurred +/- x days 

 Percent of time primary or greater cycles occurred +/- x days (less days than above) 

 Percent of time ½-PC or greater cycle occurred +/- x days 

 Percent of time major or greater cycle (>4%) occurred +/- x days 

 Percent of time a trading cycle or greater cycle (>4%) occurred +/- 4 trading days 
 

 There are two issues of importance here. First, we want to determine the C/S value of each 

aspect within a specific orb of time. To do this, we may wish to analyze results that occur in more 

than one period. Perhaps we want a study based on rather short time frames, say 4 trading days 

either side of the signature. We may also want to do a second study based on a wider time, say 11 

trading days. We can easily construct studies based on the results using different time bands. 

Second, we want to know what percentage of time the market corresponded to a primary or greater 

cycle within ‘x’ trading days, as well as what percentage of the time it corresponded with a 4% or 

greater reversal within only 4 trading days. These results will help us to develop trading strategies 

when that particular signature unfolds in the future, based on the assumption that the rate of 

frequency in the past will provide a probability of how it will behave in the future. This is 
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important, since MMTA’s methodology is based on these types of probabilities, which are 

calculated on historical correspondences to cycle culminations.  

  

  

In the results category, one section appears, as shown below.  

 

Results (+/- x days)    Relative Strength  Consistency   C/S Value 

 All 

  

 

The Relative Strength (‘S’) is the value of each cycle type that occurred nearby to the aspect 

date. The cumulative total is added, then divided by the number of instances in which a cycle 

occurred. Only the strongest cycle values are applied for the “All” row. To do the “All” row, add 

up all the Relative Strength values (the highest value) that occurred with each instance of the 

signature. Divide that total by the number of instances in which a cycle occurred. Remember: the 

division of the total is by the number of instances in which each type of cycle occurred. If there 

were 20 dates of an aspect, and a cycle occurred in only 17 cases, then you add the Strength values 

and divide by 17, not 20. The Relative Strength value in this part of the study will be anywhere 

from 0.00 to 5.00. A value of 5.00 means that every cycle that unfolded nearby to this aspect was 

a primary cycle type. A value of 0.00 means that there were no cycles present within the allowable 

orb of this signature. 

 

The next column is titled Consistency (‘C’). Here, only the number of instances in which any 

cycle occurred nearby to these dates is used. Divide it by the total number of dates in which the 

aspect occurred, and multiply by 5. Thus, if there were 20 dates of a signature, and 17 coincided 

with a cycle nearby, that would mean it coincided with a cycle in 85% of instances (17÷20 = 85%, 

or .85). We then multiply that percent or decimal by 5. In this case, 5 x .85 = 4.25. The Consistency 

value in this illustration is 4.25. The Consistency value in this part of the study will be anywhere 

from 0.00 to 5.00. A value of 5.00 means that a cycle unfolded nearby to this aspect in every 

instance. A value of 0.00 means that there were no cycles present within the allowable orb of this 

signature. 

 

At the end of this row is the column marked C/S Index. This total is derived by adding the 

Relative Strength (‘S’ value) to the Consistency (‘C’ value) on each line. The result should not be 

greater than 10.00. 

 

Generally speaking, a value of 9.40 or greater will have a strong correlation to a primary cycle. 

However, our formal definition would be a 66.7% or greater correlation to primary cycles, which 

is indicated in the next section. In practice, we like to see both criteria met for the strongest of the 

Level 1 signatures. 

 

The next section is called “Cycle Types.” Here we simply count the number of instances that 

various cycles occurred with the particular signature being studied. This allows us to get a strong 

sense of just how important each signature is relative to a longer-term, primary, or a phase of a 

primary cycle. This section of the study looks like this: 
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Cycle Types     Crests   Troughs  Either/or  Variance 

4-year or > 

50-week or > 

Primary 

Half-primary 

Major >4%  

 

The top row is titled “Cycle Types.” In that row you will see columns titled “Crests,” 

“Troughs,” “Either/or,” and “Variance.” “Crests and “Troughs” are obvious: you simply count the 

number of times in the study in which a cycle crest or trough occurred, and indicate that number 

in the column below it, as it pertains to the various cycle types listed. Under “Either/or,” you 

simply put the number of times in which a cycle occurred, regardless of whether it was a crest or 

trough. We just want to indicate how many times any cycle occurred - trough or crest. Under 

“Variance,” we will indicate the orb allowed for these counts in that row. In other words, what is 

the shortest and longest orb from the date of the aspect in which this cycle – as counted under 

“either/or,” occurred? Generally speaking, we wish to identify cycles that occur within 8 days of 

a signature, and in some cases perhaps 10-12 days either side of the signature. In many cases, we 

will want to conduct two or more studies based on difference orbs of time, or variance, from the 

date of the geocosmic signature. Consider, for instance, that there may be a long time band 

containing several geocosmic signatures. Perhaps the one we are analyzing occurs at the start of 

this “cluster.” However, the actual market turn might not be until the middle of the cluster, which 

could unfold 10 trading days after the particular signature being studied. It is part of the cluster, 

and hence it is involved in the culmination of the cycle. Yet it seems rather far removed from the 

actual reversal date. Still, we would consider it as a correlate to this reversal. 

 

Under the column titled “Cycles Types,” is a list of cycles we want to count. The first line in 

this column is titled “4-year or >,” We want to know how many times a 4-year or greater cycle 

occurred nearby to this geocosmic signature. Although we will indicate both crests and troughs, 

our main interest is in the column titled “Either/Or.” Any short-term geocosmic signature that has 

a 30% or greater correlation to a 4-year or greater cycle should be noted.  

 

The next line is this column is titled “50-week or >.” We want to know how many times a 50-

week or greater cycle occurred nearby to this geocosmic signature. Although we will indicate both 

crests and troughs, our main interest is in the column titled “Either/Or.” Any short-term geocosmic 

signature that has a 30% or greater correlation to a 50-week or greater cycle should be noted.  In 

fact, if the two columns added together gave a result of over 35%, it is quite significant and should 

be noted. 

 

The next line is this column is titled “Primary.” We want to know how many times a primary 

or greater cycle occurred nearby to this geocosmic signature. Although we will indicate both crests 

and troughs, our main interest is in the column titled “Either/Or.” When this count is added to the 

previous two cycle columns and the result is over 66.7%, it is significant. We will label that a Level 

1 signature. 
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The next lines are titled “Half-Primary” and “Major.” They are provided in order to see which 

signatures have a higher correlation to phases of a primary cycle than to the primary type itself. 

 

Once the number of instances of each type of cycle is determined, a calculation can then be 

made as to the probabilities (in percentage terms) of certain cycles occurring in the future under 

each signature. For this task, the final part of this process is provided as follows: 

 

Percent of time 50-week or greater cycle occurred +/- x days 

 Percent of time primary or greater cycle occurred +/- x days 

 Percent of time primary or greater cycles occurred +/- x days (less days than above) 

 Percent of time ½-PC or greater cycle occurred +/- x days 

 Percent of time major or greater cycle (>4%) occurred +/- x days 

 Percent of time a trading cycle or greater cycle (>4%) occurred +/- 4 trading days 

 

In the line titled, “Percent of time 50-week or greater cycle occurred +/- x days,” we take the 

number of times a 50-week or greater cycle occurred, and divide it by the number of instances 

studied. This gives us a percent, or “rate of frequency” for this signature’s correlation to 50-week 

or greater cycles. From the “Cycle Types” section that preceded this, it is simply an addition of 

the number in the “4-year or greater cycles’ column” to the number in the “50-week or greater 

cycles” column.  

 

As an example, look on page 255 of Volume 3, for the study on the Mars-Saturn waxing 

square. Under Cycle Types, in the column Either/Or, you will see there were four instances of 4-

year or greater cycles within an orb of 4-10 days. There were six cases of 50-week or greater cycles 

within an orb of 2-11 days. That means there were 10 cases total of cycles greater than 50-weeks 

and/or 4-year cycles. Since there were only 20 cases observed in this study, that means the rate of 

frequency of a 50-week or greater cycle nearby to a Mars-Saturn waxing square was 50%. That is 

very high, and suggests that this is a very powerful geocosmic signature. It turns out it has an 80% 

correlation to primary or greater cycles, as can be seen in the row titled Percent of time primary 

or greater cycle occurred +/- 11 days: 80%. If a variance of only 9 days was used, the rate of 

frequency was still a very high 70%. 
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This is what it will look like: 

 

MARS-SATURN WAXING SQUARE 

 

Cycle Types     Crests   Troughs  Either/or  Variance 

 4-year or >     1    3    4   4-10 days 

 50-week or >    2    5    6   2-11 days 

 Primary     3    4    6   3-11 days 

 Half-primary    0    2    2   0-6 days 

 Major >4%     1    1    1   1-5 days 

 

 

Percent of time 50-week or greater cycle occurred +/- 10 days    20% 

 Percent of time primary or greater cycle occurred +/- 11 days    50% 

 Percent of time primary or greater cycles occurred +/- 11 days     80% 

 Percent of time primary or greater cycles occurred +/- 9 days    70% 

 Percent of time primary or greater cycle occurred +/- 8 days    65% 

 Percent of time ½-PC or greater cycle occurred +/- 8 days     80% 

 Percent of time a TC* or greater cycle occurred +/- 4 trading days   65% 

 

 

The last line in this part of the study is also important for very short-term trading purposes. It 

is titled: Percent of time a trading cycle or greater cycle (>4%) occurred +/- 4 trading days. 

It is important because traders want to know just how reliable each signature is to a reversal of 

some sort within a very short amount of time, like within 4 trading days. With the use of FAR for 

the Galactic Trader software, we can easily construct a filtered wave of 4% or greater moves. We 

simply go back to the time of each aspect and see if that filtered wave ended (and a new one began) 

within 4 trading days. If it occurred at least 70% of the time, it is considered a reliable signature 

for at least a short-term reversal, if not a cycle culmination itself. In the study on the Mars-Saturn 

waxing square, we can see that a 4% or greater reversal took place in 13 of the 20 cases studied, 

or 65%, which is relatively reliable. It is just a little shy of our preferred 70% correlation.  

 

On the chart below, you can see an example of how FAR for the Galactic Trader can measure 

4% or greater reversals. The chart shows lines of where 4% or greater moves began and ended. 
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It is easy to go back and see if a 4% reversal occurred within 4 trading days of any geocosmic 

signature. All we need is the date of the signature, and a filtered wave graph of 4% or greater 

reversals, like the one above. 
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MMTA QUIZ #2 COURSE 3 –  

DESIGNING THE C/S STUDY FOR PRIMARY CYCLES 

 
 

1. In the MMTA methodology for measuring the strength of trading cycles, what is the value 

assigned to the following cycles: 

 

Primary or greater cycles          

  Double top or bottom to primary cycles      

  Half-primary cycles           

  Double top or bottom to half-primary cycles     

  Major cycles            

  Double top or bottom to major cycles       

  Major cycle corresponding to < 4% reversal     

  Trading cycle corresponding to > 4% reversal      

  Trading cycle corresponding to < 4% reversal 

 

2. If a trading cycle (primary, half, major or regular trading cycle) unfolded in 75% of cases 

of a particular geocosmic signature within an allowable orb, what would its Consistency 

(C) value be? 

 

 

3. In point 2 above, what would the C/S value be if its relative strength (S) was 4.37? 

 

 

4. What are the two criteria that define the strongest Level 1 signatures? 

 

 

 

5. What is the C/S value needed to be at least a Level 2 signature? 

 

 

6. How do you calculate the relative strength (S) value of a geocosmic signature? 
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MODULE LESSON 3 

GROUP PRACTICE IN FINDING THE C/S VALUE FOR A SUN-URANUS 

MAJOR ASPECT IN U.S. TREASURIES 

 
 The purpose of this lesson is to see how C/S values can be calculated using the example of 

major aspects between the Sun and Uranus in the U.S. Treasury market. 

 

 In this lesson, you will practice the following: 

 

1. Review of Long-Term Cycles in U.S. Treasuries from Course 1 

2. Identifying the primary cycle troughs and crests in the U.S. Treasury market over the past 

three years 

3. Identifying the troughs and crests of the phases of the primary cycle in the U.S. Treasury 

market over the past three years, including half-primary and major cycles 

4. Identify the dates of all the Sun-Uranus major aspects (conjunction, square, trine and 

opposition) over the past three years 

5. Calculating the C/S value of the Sun-Uranus major aspects to the U.S. Treasury market 

over the last three years 

6. Determining the Level (1, 2, or 3) correlation of a Sun-Uranus aspect to U.S. Treasuries 

 

REVIEW OF LONGER-TERM CYCLES IN U.S. TREASURIES – MODULE LESSON 

14 FROM COURSE 1 

 

In Module Lesson 3, we will do an exercise on finding C/S values for the Sun-Uranus aspects 

in the U.S. Treasury market. But first, let’s briefly review the longer-term cycles in U.S. Treasuries 

from Module Lesson 14 in Course 1. 

 

In that module lesson, we covered the following cycles in the Treasury markets in our 

workbook, specifically with the Ten-Year Notes and its phases, including: 

 

1. The 18-year cycle 

2. The 6-year cycle 

3. The 3-year cycle 

4. The 2-year cycle 

5. The 18-week primary cycle 

6. The 9-week half-primary cycle 

7. The 6-week major cycle 

 

These cycles are also appropriate for the U.S. Treasury Bond market. On the following pages, 

you will see long-term monthly and weekly charts for the U.S. T-Bond and Ten-year Notes. The 

purpose of reviewing this is to determine when a recent longer-term cycle began, for that will also 

be a primary cycle. Since we will be examining daily charts over the past three years in our quest 

to identify primary cycles and their phases, we will focus our attention on a recent longer-term 

cycle that occurred almost three years ago in October 2018.  
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 The chart of U.S. T-Bonds (above) will be similar to the T-Notes chart (below). Note the 

low in 1981, which appears in the chart above. 
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1. The 18-year cycle in T-Notes 

 

 The actual lowest point was in 1981 (not shown here, but it is shown on the longer-term chart 

of T-Bonds from www.chartsrus.com on the prior page). That was the 18-year cycle.  

 

The normal range of the 18-year cycle is 15-21 years. It bottomed in 1981, 2000, and 2018 

(likely). 

 

 It has been comprised of three 6-year phases, with a range of 5-7 years.  

 

2. The 6-year cycle and its phases 

 

 The 6-year cycle in T-Notes may unfold in a two-phase pattern of two 3-year cycles, with an 

orb of 6 months, or a three-phase pattern of three 2-year sub-cycles (25 months), with a range of 

4 months. It can also unfold in a combination pattern containing each.  

 

 If 2000 began an 18-year cycle in Treasuries, can you identify the 6-year cycles? 

 

 
 

3. The 3-year cycle and its phases 

 

 The 3-year cycle usually sub-divides into a two-phase pattern of two 18-month phases, with 

a range of 15-21 months. But it can also exhibit a 3-phase pattern of 50-week cycles, or a 

combination of each. 

 

4. The 2-year (or 25-month) cycle and its phases 

 

http://www.chartsrus.com/
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 The 25-month cycle is usually comprised of three 8.33-month cycles, with a range of 6-10 

months. But it can exhibit a 2-phase pattern of two 50-week cycles with a range of 9-14 months. 

 

 Can you find these cycles on the weekly chart? 

 

 
 

IDENTIFYING THE PRIMARY CYCLE TROUGHS AND CRESTS IN THE U.S. 

TREASURY MARKET OVER THE PAST THREE YEARS 

 

 The first step in calculating the C/S value of a geocosmic signature is to know which type of 

trading cycles occurred nearby. Therefore, the next step is to take a daily chart of a market and 

label the primary cycle and its phases.  

 

 For this exercise, we will use the last three years of daily prices for the 10-year U.S. T-Note 

market. We will start from the three-year cycle trough of October 2018. Why? Because every 

longer-term cycle is also a primary cycle, and we wish to start with a primary cycle of about three 

years ago for this exercise. 

 

On the following pages are the daily charts of the June and December contracts for the 10-

year U.S. T-Note market. Can you identify the primary cycle troughs and crests from these charts? 

What is the mean periodicity of these primary cycles and their range? 
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IDENTIFYING THE TROUGHS AND CRESTS OF THE PHASES OF THE PRIMARY 

CYCLE IN THE U.S. TREASURY MARKET OVER THE PAST THREE YEARS 

 

Now label the half-primary, major, and trading cycles within each primary cycle. These are 

the phases of the primary cycle and are used in our valuation models for the C/S index. 

 

IDENTIFY THE DATES OF ALL THE SUN-URANUS HARD ASPECTS 

(CONJUNCTION, SQUARE, AND TRINE) OVER THE PAST THREE YEARS 

 

 There are two ways to do this. The first is to simply look in an ephemeris covering 2018-2021 

and find the dates that the Sun-Uranus planetary pair cycles were in conjunction, square, trine, or 

opposition. 

 

 The second is to use the Dynamic function of the Solar Fire program. Insert the proper requests 

for Sun-Uranus major aspects (conjunction, square, trine, or opposition), for October 1, 2018-

October 1, 2021. 

 

 The following list will come up: 
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CALCULATE THE C/S VALUE OF THE SUN-URANUS ASPECT DATES TO THE 

TRADING CYCLES IN THE U.S. TREASURY MARKET  

 

For this, we will use the format given previously in Lesson 2, as provided on the next page. 

List each cycle that occurs within 8 trading days, or at least the strongest cycle. Identify it as a 

crest or trough, and in “Total” column, list only the strongest ‘S’ (strength) value. 

 

SUN-URANUS MAJOR ASPECTS 

 

          Aspect/Dates      Cycles   'S’ Value of greatest cycle  

 

1. Sun Opp Ura Oct 23, 2018 

2. Sun Tri Ura Dec 20, 2018  

3. Sun Sqr Ura Jan 18, 2018 

4. Sun Cnj Ura Apr 22, 2019  

5. Sun Sqr Ura Jul 29, 2019 

6. Sun Tri Ura Aug 29, 2019 

7. Sun Opp Ura Oct 28, 2019 

8. Sun Tri Ura Dec 24, 2019 

9. Sun Sqr Ura Jan 23, 2020  

10. Sun Cnj Ura Apr 26, 2020 

11. Sun Sqr Ura Aug 2, 2020 

12. Sun Tri Ura Sep 2, 2020 

13. Sun Opp Ura Oct 31, 2020 

14. Sun Tri Ura Dec 27, 2020  

15. Sun Sqr Ura Jan 26, 2021  

16. Sun Cnj Ura Apr 30, 2021 
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17. Sun Sqr Ura Aug 6, 2021 

18. Sun Tri Ura Sep 6, 2021 

 

DETERMINE THE LEVEL (1, 2, OR 3) OF CORRELATION OF A SUN-URANUS HARD 

ASPECT TO U.S. TREASURIES 

 

1. Now add up all the values in each column, divide it by the number of instances, get the 

Relative Strength (‘S’) value for crests, troughs, and total. 

2. Indicate the orb for the number of days allowed for each study.  

3. Next, determine the number of times a cycle unfolded within the allowable orb of days. 

Divide this by the number of instances possible, to get the Consistency (C) value. 

4. Add the S (Strength) and C (Consistency) values to get the C/S value for each of these 

studies. 

5. If the total value for “All” is 9.40 or greater, and/or the correlation to primary or greater 

cycles is at least 66.7%, then it is a Level 1 signature. If the C/S value is 9.00-9.39 and/or 

the correlation to primary or greater cycles is 60-66.6%, then it is a Level 2 signature. All 

others are Level 3 types. 

 

Follow the format given in Lesson 2, as follows: 

 

Results (+/- x days)    Relative Strength  Consistency   C/S Value 

 All 
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MODULE LESSON 4 

TEAM PRACTICE: FINDING THE C/S VALUE FOR SUN-NEPTUNE 

MAJOR ASPECTS IN THE DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE 

 
 Lesson 4 will be an exercise. 

 

 Each team will determine the C/S value of the Sun-Neptune major aspects from 2018 through 

the present, May 1, 2021. 

 

 For this exercise, you must: 

 

1. Get the daily chart of the DJIA from 2018 through May 1, 2021 

2. Label the primary cycles and all their phases 

3. Create a list of major aspects between the Sun and Neptune for this period 

4. Identify the cycles that took place nearby the Sun-Neptune aspects 

 

To help move this along, here are the Sun-Neptune aspects during this period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

See if you can figure the C/S value for the Sun-Neptune major aspects during this period for 

the DJIA. As a group, would these be considered Level 1, 2, or 3? 
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C/S VALUES OF GEOCOSMIC SIGNATURES FOR  

U.S. STOCK MARKET 

MODULE LESSON 5 

 
 The purpose of this lesson is to study the results of geocosmic signatures to trading cycles in 

the U.S. stock market, as taken from Appendix 1 in the back of “The Ultimate Book on Stock 

Market Timing, Volume 3: Geocosmic Correlations to Trading Cycles.” 

 

In this lesson, you will learn the following: 

 

1. The correlation of shorter-term geocosmic signatures to 50-week or greater cycles in the 

U.S. stock market 

2. The correlation of shorter-term geocosmic signatures to primary or greater cycles in the 

U.S. stock market, in time bands less than 10 trading days and slightly more than 10 trading 

days 

3. The correlation of shorter-term geocosmic signatures to 4% or greater reversals in the U.S. 

stock market within 4 trading days 

4. C/S values of shorter-term geocosmic signatures within 10 trading days as well as slightly 

more than 10 trading days. 

 

GEOCOSMIC CORRELATIONS OF RETROGRADE AND DIRECT STATIONS TO 

TRADING CYCLES IN U.S. STOCKS 
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Which planetary stations have a correlation of at least 50% to 50-week or greater cycles? 

Venus direct and Uranus direct. 

 

Which other stations have a correlation of 35% or more to 50-week or greater cycles? Saturn 

direct, Neptune direct, Jupiter retrograde, Venus retrograde, Pluto direct. 

 

Which stations have the highest percentage of correlation to primary or greater cycles within 

slightly more than 10 trading days? At least a 66.7% correlation? 

 

Neptune Rx 86% 

Uranus  Dir  83% 

Venus Rx 78% 

Uranus Rx 77% 

Mars Dir 75% 

Venus Dir 73% 

Saturn Dir 70% 

 

Which stations have the highest C/S values (> 9.40) in slightly more than 10 trading days?  

 

Venus Rx 9.63 

Uranus Dir 9.54 

Uranus Rx 9.52 

Neptune Rx 9.52 

Venus Dir 9.50 

Saturn Rx 9.46 

Saturn Dir 9.43 

 

 Which stations fall into both categories – more than 66.7% correlation with primary or greater 

cycles AND over 9.40 C/S value? These will be considered the strongest of the Level 1 signatures. 

 

 Venus Rx  

Venus Dir 

Uranus Rx 

Uranus Dir 

Neptune Rx 

Saturn Dir 

 

 Not quite as strong, but still Level 1, would be Mars direct and Saturn retrograde. 

 

 Which stations have at least a 70% correlation to 4% or greater reversals within 4 trading 

days? Mercury Rx, Venus Rx and Dir, Saturn Rx, Neptune Rx and Dir. 

 

 Next, look at the results of the major aspects of the Sun to Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, 

Neptune, and Pluto on the next page. Can you identify those signatures that have at least a 66.7% 

or greater correlation to primary or greater cycles? Which have C/S values of 9.40 or greater? 
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 Which have at least a 70% correlation to 4% or greater reversals within 4 trading days? 
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 On the following pages are the remaining geocosmic signatures and their correlation to trading 

cycles. Which ones stand out for the same reasons given above? 
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MMTA QUIZ #5 COURSE 3 –  

GEOCOSMIC CORRELATIONS TO PRIMARY OR GREATER CYCLES 

 
1. Which stationary planets have the highest correlation to 50-week or greater cycles? List 

them in their order of frequency, and include only those with a 50% or greater correlation. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Which stationary planets have the highest correlation to primary or greater cycles within 

12 trading days? List them in their order of frequency, and include only those with a 66.7% 

or greater correlation. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Which stationary planets have the highest correlation to at least 4% or greater reversals 

within 4 trading days? List them in their order of frequency, and include only those with a 

75% or greater correlation. 

 

 

 

 

4. Which stationary planets have the highest correlation to C/S values? List them in their order 

of frequency, and include only those with a value of at least 9.40. 

 

 

 

 

5. Looking at the other geocosmic signatures, which have the highest correlation to 50-week 

or greater cycles? List them in their order of frequency, and include only those with a 50% 

or greater correlation. 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Which planetary aspects have the highest correlation to primary or greater cycles within 

12 trading days? List them in their order of frequency, and include only those with a 66.7% 

or greater correlation. 
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7. Which planetary aspects have the highest correlation to at least 4% or greater reversals 

within 4 trading days? List them in their order of frequency, and include only those with a 

75% or greater correlation. 

 

 

 

 

8. Which planetary aspects have the highest correlation to C/S values? List them in their order 

of frequency, and include only those with a value of at least 9.40. 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Which planetary pair cycles have at least 5 of their major aspects with a 64% or greater 

correlation to primary or greater cycles? 

 

 

 

 

10. Which planetary pair cycles have at least 4 of their major aspects with a 64% or greater 

correlation to primary or greater cycles? 

 

 

 

 

 

11. Which planets in opposition to the Sun are the strongest of their planetary pair set? 

 

 

 

 

 

12. In your opinion, which planetary pair aspect set is the strongest correlation to primary or 

greater cycles? When does the next aspect from this set occur? 
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THE LEVEL 1, 2, AND 3 SIGNATURES IN GOLD 

MODULE LESSON 6  

 
 The purpose of this lesson is to learn the Level 1, 2, and 3 geocosmic signatures pertaining to 

the Gold market. 

 
 In this lesson, you will learn the following from “The Gold Book: Geocosmic Correlations to 

Gold Price Cycles.” 

 

1. Level 1 signatures associated with Gold prices – those that have the highest correlation to 

primary or greater cycles 

2. Level 2 signatures associated with Gold prices 

3. Level 3 signatures associated with Gold prices 

 

LEVEL 1 GEOCOSMIC SIGNATURES IN GOLD 

 

Signatures in this grouping represent a greater than 50% association with major reversals in 

gold price cycles, in order of their consistency and strength.  

 

1. Saturn/Neptune 

2. Neptune Retrograde 

3. Jupiter/Saturn 

4. Mars Stationary 

5. Jupiter/Neptune 

6. Mercury Conjunct or Waxing Trine to Mars 

7. Venus/Mars 

8. Venus Stationary 

9. Mars/Jupiter 

10. Venus/Uranus 

11. Saturn Stationary 

12. Sun/Uranus 

 

LEVEL 2 GEOCOSMIC SIGNATURES IN GOLD 

 

Signatures of this grouping are also to be considered very powerful associations to trend 

reversals. In over 32% of the time of their occurrence, such reversals have been noted.  

 

13. Mars/Saturn 

14. Sun/Jupiter 

15. Sun/Mars 

16. Pluto Stationary 

17. Sun/Saturn 

18. Mars/Uranus 

19. Uranus Stationary 

20. Mercury Stationary 
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LEVEL 3 GEOCOSMIC SIGNATURES IN GOLD 

 

These signatures have also been found in several instances of major reversals in Gold prices. 

However, they probably pertain more to cycle culminations than to potent reversals, and may be 

significant when accompanied by other signatures listed above.  

 

21. Sun/Pluto 

22. Sun/Neptune 

23. Mars/Pluto 

24. Venus/Saturn 

25. Jupiter Stationary 

26. Venus/Pluto 

 

What is the difference between this grouping of Level 1, 2, and 3 signatures and that presented 

in Volume 3 of the Ultimate Book on Stock Market Timing? 

 

First, the Gold Book creates Levels 1, 2, and 3 based on all the major aspects of a planetary 

pair combination, and not just each single aspect. In the Stock Market studies, a Level 1 value was 

assigned to any aspect or station that had a 66.7% correlation to a primary or greater cycle. In the 

Gold market studies, a Level 1 value was assigned to any planetary pair grouping that had a 50% 

or greater correlation, as a whole, to primary or greater cycles. 

 

Secondly, in the Gold Book, two Mercury-Mars aspects were determined to have reached a 

critical correlation to be a Level 1 signature. No such correlations between Mercury and Mars were 

found to have a high correlation to reversals to stock market cycles. 

 

In a later lesson, these signatures will be used to calculate geocosmic critical reversal dates. 
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MMTA QUIZ #6 COURSE 3 –  

GEOCOSMIC CORRELATIONS TO PRIMARY OR GREATER CYCLES 

 
1. What is the major difference in the studies used to calculate Level 1, 2, and 3 signatures 

for trading cycles in the Gold Book versus those used in the Stock Market Timing book? 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Which Level 1 signatures in Gold were more likely to be Level 3 signatures in stocks? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Which Level 1 signatures in stocks were more likely to be Level 3 signatures in Gold? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What planetary pair cycle was found to be important in the Gold studies, but not in the 

stock market studies? 

 

 

 

5. What were the three strongest geocosmic signatures in the Gold studies and when did they 

last occur? What types of cycles in the Gold market occurred nearby? 
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THE POWERFUL CORRELATION OF VENUS RETROGRADE PERIODS 

TO MARKET REVERSALS 

MODULE LESSON 7  
 

The purpose of this lesson is to see the historical importance of Venus retrograde in financial 

markets, particularly U.S. stocks 

 

In this lesson, you will learn the following: 

 

1. The frequency of Venus retrograde and its duration of time in effect 

2. The unusual pentagram pattern it forms every eight years, or every fifth retrograde period 

3. The correlation of certain Venus retrograde cycles to large stock market declines within 

the following year  

4. Other impressive correlations of market activity to Venus retrograde 

5. Exercise – practice of correlating Venus retrograde or direct dates to major reversals in 

different financial markets 

 

THE FREQUENCY OF VENUS RETROGRADE AND ITS DURATION OF TIME IN 

EFFECT 

 

 Venus turns retrograde approximately every 19 months. 

 

 It remains retrograde for approximately 6 weeks. 

 

THE UNUSUAL PENTAGRAM PATTERN IT FORMS EVERY EIGHTH YEAR, OR 

EVERY FIFTH RETROGRADE PERIOD 

 

 Every eight years, Venus goes retrograde and direct in the same area of the zodiac.  

 

 In those 8 years, there will be 5 retrograde Venus periods. When all five instances of stationary 

retrograde positions (or direct positions) are plotted on a horoscope wheel, it will look like an 

almost-perfect pentagram. Each point is about 72° apart from the one closest to it.  

 

THE CORRELATION OF CERTAIN VENUS RETROGRADE CYCLES TO LARGE 

STOCK MARKET DECLINES WITHIN THE FOLLOWING YEAR 

 

OTHER IMPRESSIVE CORRELATIONS OF MARKET ACTIVITY TO VENUS 

RETROGRADE 

 

1. There have been many cases where certain financial markets have started a counter-trend 

move at the time of the retrograde, and that counter-trend move ended nearby to the time 

Venus turned direct 

2. There are many cases where a primary or greater market cycle ended at the time of the 

retrograde and/or direct date  
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EXERCISE – PRACTICE OF CORRELATING VENUS RETROGRADE OR DIRECT 

DATES TO MAJOR REVERSALS IN DIFFERENT FINANCIAL MARKETS 

 

In this exercise, each group will choose one market from the following, and determine how 

many times a primary or greater cycle culminated within ‘x’ days of the retrograde or direct Venus 

date since 2012. 

 

Any world stock index (such as the DJIA or Nikkei or DAX), Gold, Silver, any currency, 

Sugar, T-Notes or Treasury Bonds, Crude Oil, or Soybeans. 

 

 The steps to do this are: 

 

1. Determine the dates of Venus retrograde since 2012. 

2. Identify the strongest cycle that culminated (and reversed) around this date – no more than 

12 trading days away. 

3. Determine the dates of Venus direct since 2012. 

4. Identify the strongest cycle that culminated (and reversed) around this date – no more than 

12 trading days away. 

5. Calculate the C/S value of each – the “All” section (you don’t need to segregate it into 

troughs and crests). It will look like this: 

 

Results (+/- x days)    Relative Strength  Consistency   C/S Value 

 All 

You do not have to calculate the crest and trough values for this exercise 
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CALCULATING GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSAL DATES (CRD)  

MODULE LESSON 8 
 

 The purpose of this lesson is to learn how to calculate a critical reversal date. For further 

discussion, please read pages 386-409 in Volume 3 of “The Ultimate Book on Stock Market 

Timing: Geocosmic Correlations to Trading Cycles.” 

 

 In this lesson, you will learn the following: 

 

1. How to determine a geocosmic cluster 

2. Determining the midpoint, and hence the geocosmic critical reversal date, for all markets 

3. Orbs for geocosmic critical reversal dates 

4. Rating the importance of a CRD; 3-star, 2-star, or 1-star 

5. Corollaries to the rules, i.e. the need for a Level 1 to be present for a 3-star reversal  

6. Conditions in which the calculation of a CRD (Critical Reversal Date) can be altered 

 

HOW TO DETERMINE A GEOCOSMIC CLUSTER 

 

 A “geocosmic cluster” is a time band that contains a series of geocosmic signatures that unfold 

very close in time to one another. These signatures include only Level 1, 2, or 3 types.  

 

 For our purposes, no two consecutive signatures within the time band may be more than 6 

calendar days apart. When there are more than 6 calendar days between any two consecutive 

geocosmic signatures, they are not part of the cluster that is used to define a geocosmic critical 

reversal date. 

 

 Below is an example of geocosmic critical reversal dates, levels 1, 2, and 3, for U.S. stocks, 

as taken from FAR for Galactic Trader. There are two examples of clusters in effect between May 

1, 2021-May 31, 2021: May 3-May 8 and May 17-May 31. There may be no more than 6 calendar 

days between any two consecutive geocosmic signatures within these time bands. 
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DETERMINING THE MIDPOINT, AND HENCE THE GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL 

REVERSAL DATE 

 

 The midpoint of a cluster is the critical reversal date (CRD). That is, you take the date of the 

first signature within the cluster and the date of the last signature within the cluster. The point 

midway between is usually the critical reversal date. There are corollaries to this rule that will be 

discussed shortly. 

 

 In the example above for May 2021, the two clusters extended from May 3-May 8 and May 

17-May 31. The first was 5 days, the second was 14 days. The midway points between would thus 

be May 5-6 and May 24, respectively. Therefore, these are the geocosmic Critical Reversal Dates 

(CRDs) for these clusters of geocosmic signatures. 

  

ORBS FOR GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSAL DATES 

 
 In the MMA methodology of market timing, we allow the trading days either side of a CRD 

for a possible reversal. This is based on studies conducted in Volume 3 of the Stock Market Timing 

series, specifically discussed on page 402, which studied the most significant reversals from 1982 

through 2001 (20 years). 

 

 In that study, it was shown that 67 of 74 cases of geocosmic clusters in the USA stock market 

exhibited a reversal within 6 trading days (90.5%) of the CRD. However, 61 exhibited a reversal 

within 3 trading days (82.4%) of the CRD. There were 55 reversals within only two (2) trading 

days (74.3%). 

  
RATING A CRD (3-STAR, 2-STAR, 1-STAR)  

 

Not all critical reversal dates are equal. Some coincide with primary cycles, some with major 

cycles, and others yet with trading cycles. There will even be some instances (say 10%) in which 

no cycle reversal occurs, even within 6 trading days of a CRD.  

 

The amplitude of the reversal will often be determined by the type of cycle that is due, as well 

as the types of geocosmic signatures within the cluster. Therefore, geocosmic critical reversal dates 

can be labeled as 3-star, 2-star, or 1-star types, where a 3-star is the strongest. That would mean 

that a primary cycle or greater is due to occur during this time band. It would also mean that there 

are at least three rated geocosmic signatures involved, and at least one is a Level 1 type.  

 

 There is some subjective judgment to be made here. For instance, there may be a CRD coming 

up with say three Level 1 types involved. The first inclination is to label it a 3-star critical reversal 

date. However, it is within a time band when it becomes obvious that no primary cycle is due. 

Therefore, it may start out as a 3-star CRD in your view, but as the date approaches, it is 

downgraded to a 2-star status because no primary cycle is due then. 

 

 The opposite can also happen. There may be no Level 1 signatures involved in a particular 

CRD, so you start by calling it a 1-star or 2-star CRD. However, as the date approaches, the market 
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is in a time band for a primary cycle, and technicals are also showing a reversal possible, so you 

upgrade it to a 2- or 3-star CRD. 

 

 In most cases, however, the determination of a 1-, 2-, or 3-star CRD are based solely on the 

strength of the geocosmic signatures involved. You only adjust it as you get close to the date and 

are able to see where the market is in terms of its primary cycle. 

 

 Going back to the prior example, what would you rate the CRDs for May 5-6 and May 24? 

 

 

 
 

 

 
COROLLARIES TO THE RULES 

 
 According to the studies done in Volume 3: 

 

1. There is an 89.2% probability that when a major reversal occurs in the U.S. stock market, 

at least one Level 1 geocosmic signature, or one of the top three Level 2 signatures, will be 

present within 3 trading days.  

2. Therefore, if assigning a 3-star status to a CRD, there should be a Level 1 signature (or 

high valued Level 2 signature) within three trading days of that date as well. 

3. If not, then it means the CRD must either be given a greater orb in which to act, or else it 

is less likely to coincide with a primary cycle trough or crest. 
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CONDITIONS IN WHICH THE CALCULATION OF A CRD (CRITICAL REVERSAL 

DATE) CAN BE ALTERED 

 

 Sometimes there are very long time bands, or clusters, containing several geocosmic 

signatures in which there are 6 or fewer days between any two consecutive signatures. During that 

time, there may be more than one reversal. It may also signify a period where different markets 

reverse at different times. They don’t all reverse together. The following are suggestions on how 

to handle this. 

 

1. An extremely long cluster is one that covers over four weeks of calendar time. 

2. During that period, determine if there are any time bands of three or more signatures in 

which there are less than 6 calendar days between any two consecutive ones in this group. 

Consider this as a smaller cluster, and use that midpoint as a potential CRD. 

3. Or, during the longer period, see if there are more than two Level 1 signatures that are more 

than three trading days away from the CRD, either before or after (but not both). Take the 

midpoint of the Level 1 signatures. 

4. Keep in mind that long clusters can be very difficult to trade and very difficult to time the 

exact reversal. Sometimes it means that there are so many influences of a contradictory 

nature present in the world of finances, economics, and politics that the market just freezes. 

It doesn’t know what to do. It won’t move strongly in one direction or another. At other 

times, it will make several short but strong moves, as in whip saw behavior. 

 

Below is a 4-week or greater cluster, in the months of June and July 2021, specifically between 

June 13 and July 22.  This example offers a possibility of other CRDs than the midpoint of the 

entire cluster. 
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 In the tables above, what would be the cluster period? What would be the normal CRD? 

 

 In the table above, can you make two other possible CRDs, using smaller cluster boundaries? 

Do one of these find a Level 2 signature nearby to the CRD? 

 

SUMMARY 

 

 In this lesson we learned to identify a geocosmic cluster zone, or a time band containing at 

least three or more geocosmic signatures of Level 1, 2, or 3 status.  

 

We learned how to calculate a geocosmic critical reversal date, and how to rank that CRD as 

a 3-, 2-, or 1-star type. 

 

We also learned how to adjust the CRD based on the time of Level 1 signatures that are not 

nearby to the CRD, and also in the case of a long geocosmic cluster time band. 
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MMTA QUIZ #8 COURSE 3 –  

CALCULATING GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSAL DATES (CRD)  

 
1. What is a geocosmic cluster? Define it. 

 

 

 

2. What is the limit as to how far away two consecutive aspects are allowed to be apart in a 

geocosmic cluster? 

 

 

3. How is a critical reversal date calculated? 

 

 

 

4. What is the orb of time allowed for a CRD to be considered most valid? 

 

 

 

5. What percent of time does the USA stock market (and most financial markets) reverse 

within this orb? 

 

 

6. Define a 3-star critical reversal date. What criteria must be met to be a 3-star critical 

reversal date? 

 

 

 

7. What is the probability that when a major reversal occurs in the USA stock market, there 

will be at least one Level 1, or one of the top three Level 2 signatures, present within 

three trading days? 

 

 

8. Under what conditions can other CRD’s be calculated than the normal rules? 

 

 

9. From the following table, calculate the CRD for August 2021. 
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PLANET-SIGN CORRELATIONS TO TRENDS  

MODULE LESSON 9 
 

 The purpose of this lesson is to understand how planets changing signs can also correlate to 

market reversals, and also how planet-sign combinations correlate with trends in various markets, 

depending on the planet and sign. 

 

 In this lesson, you will learn the following: 

 

1. Timing of planetary ingresses 

2. Shifts in investor psychology related planetary ingresses 

3. Bullish and bearish planetary-sign combinations, including weather and grains 

4. Trends and cycle culminations in precious metals related to planetary-sign combinations 

 

TIMING OF PLANETARY INGRESSES 

 

 A planetary ingress occurs when planets change from one sign to another. 

 

 Oftentimes an ingress will coincide with a change of investor psychology, related to the planet 

and particular the sign the planet is moving into. If a geocosmic critical reversal date also occurs 

nearby, then the reversal may be even stronger than usual, and perhaps last longer than expected 

otherwise. 

 

SHIFTS IN INVESTOR PSYCHOLOGY RELATED PLANETARY INGRESSES 

 

 In Course 2, we discussed the importance of Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus by sign. 

 

 For instance, we discussed how Uranus coincided with huge rallies – often to new all-time 

highs – in financial sectors related to the sign it transited. These highs were then followed by 

serious crashes, often representing a 50-90% loss in value from those highs. 

 

 Let’s briefly review this correlation once again, as shown in the charts that follow. 

 

 Uranus entered Aquarius April 1, 1995 and stayed there until March 10, 2003, when it moved 

into Pisces. It remained mostly in Pisces through May 28, 2010 when it ingressed into Aries, where 

it will be posited until May 15, 2018. 

 

 In Aquarius (1995-2003), it would relate to technology. Note what happened in the technology 

stocks from 1995 through 2003. There had a bubble into March 2000, and then a bust wherein they 

lost 80% of value into October 2002. 

 

 In Pisces, it would relate to Crude Oil. Note what happened in Crude Oil from 2003 through 

2010. There was a bubble into May 2008, and then a bust wherein they lost 80% of value into early 

2009. 
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In Aries (2010-2018), it relates to guns and weapons. Note how the Smith & Wesson chart 

below surged sharply while Uranus was in Aries, but then suffered a huge drop in value prior to 

2018. After that it goes into Taurus until 2025. Taurus rules banks and currencies (think Bitcoin). 
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As discussed in Course 2, the sign Saturn is in represents sectors of the economy and financial 

markets that tend to be depressed in price. We look for long-term cycle lows to form in those 

sectors while Saturn is present. 

 

The sign Jupiter is in tends to be just the opposite. That is, financial sectors represented by the 

sign Jupiter is in tend to rise, and even make long-term cycle crests. 

 

Of interest in Course 3 will be the transit of Mars and Venus, both geocentric and heliocentric, 

and Mercury according to heliocentric position. 

 

As Venus or Mars ingress into new signs, various financial markets will start new trends that 

then culminate while Venus or Mars are well into these new signs. 

 

Near the time when heliocentric Mercury enters Sagittarius, many markets will undergo very 

wide price swings, much further than normally expected. 

 

BULLISH AND BEARISH PLANETARY-SIGN COMBINATIONS 

 

 Generally speaking, stock indices will rise when the majority of planets are in fire or air signs. 

Pay close attention to the faster moving bodies here, like Sun, Mercury, Venus, and Mars. When 

they are in water or earth signs, equities tend to struggle or even decline. 

 

 According to research studies conducted by Sake Stevenhaagen (sake@stevenhaagen.nl), 

associate of Irma Schogt of Schogt Market Timing in the Netherlands, Gold tends to be bullish 

when Mars is in feminine signs (earth and water), and bearish when in masculine signs (air and 

fire).  

 

 Another area when planet-sign distributions may affect financial markets is in the grain 

markets. In this case, it is the elements that are important. A preponderance of fire signs is 

associated with warmer than normal temperatures, whereas earth signs pertains to colder than 

usual. A majority of planets in water signs pertains to heavy moisture, rains and floods, whereas a 

preponderance in air signs is windy and dry.  

 

Of particular importance to grain prices and growing conditions are planetary configurations 

involving Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. Hard aspects between these planets, and 

especially formations such as T-squares and grand squares, often coincide with higher grain prices. 

In 2020, we had Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto all conjunct in Capricorn. This led to a significant low 

in Corn prices. In 2021, we have the Saturn-Uranus waning square, and the rally has accelerated. 

 

mailto:sake@stevenhaagen.nl
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 These are all pilot studies or theoretical considerations based on astrological principles, and 

would make a good assignment to undertake. That is, pick a market and see if certain planet-sign 

combinations are bullish or bearish, especially regarding the transit of Venus and Mars. We have 

done that with to some extent with Gold and Silver. Or see if a preponderance of planets in a 

certain element corresponds to weather conditions that preponderance would suggest, and if grain 

prices rise or fall under certain multiple aspect formations involving Jupiter and beyond. 

 

TRENDS AND CYCLE CULMINATIONS IN PRECIOUS METALS RELATED TO 

PLANETARY-SIGN COMBINATIONS 

 

 We have observed and/or conducted studies that show the following planet-sign correlations 

to precious metals:  

 

1. The bullish relationship of Gold to Mars in Scorpio 

2. The volatile but usually bullish relation of Gold to heliocentric Mercury in Sagittarius 

3. The bearish relationship of Silver to Venus in Libra 
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The bullish relationship of Gold to Mars in Scorpio 
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On the chart below, you will see the last case of Mars/Scorpio, November 19, 2019-January 

3, 2020 
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MARS IN SCORPIO STUDIES TO GOLD 

1976-2012 

 

1ST 10 CASES (1976-1993) 

 

 First low:  13-29° 7 (10/10)  Next Low:   4-15° 8 (10/10) 

    18-29° 7 (10/10)     4-12° 8 (9/10) 

    20-29° 7 (9/10)      4-11° 8 (8/10) 

 

 High:  13-29° 8 (10/10)  Next high: 13-28° 8 (9/10) 

    17-29° 8 (8/10)      18-28° 8 (7/10) 

 

 Range of increase from first low to high: 3.6% to 49.5% (10/10) 

 Range of increase from first low to high: 10.5% to 24.8% (9/10) 

 

Range of increase from 2nd low to high: 5.0% to 50.4% (10/10) 

Range of increase from 2nd low to high: 9.2% to 22.6% (6/10) 

 

Range of increase from first low to 2nd high: 3.2%-30.3% (10/10) 

Range of increase from first low to 2nd high: 6.2%-12.1% (8/10) 

 

Rally from 18-29° 7 to 17-29° 8: 90% of time it rallied at least 8.5%; 8 of 10 times more 

than 10%. 

 

SECOND 12 CASES (1995-2014) 

 

 First low:  7° 7 3° 8 (11/11)  Next Low:   24° 7 - 14° 8 (10/11) 

 But if we use 1st and 2nd lows, we get  10/11 between 17-30° 7. 

 10/12 lows are between 24-30° 7 

  

 High: 15-28° 8 in 11 of 12 cases.  But only 6 worked where gain was at least 10% 

 In all, 18 of 25 cases worked (72%). 

 

 In 6 cases, second low was slightly lower than first low, but never by more than 3%. 

 

 Trade, therefore, is to buy on the low between 17-30° 7, with a 3% stop-loss!!! And hold 

until 17-29° 8, with possibility of topping out as early as 13° 8. Target is 8.5% gain, but usually 

more than 10%, and over 20% in several cases. 

 

 

 

 

 

The volatile but usually bullish relation of Gold to heliocentric Mercury in Sagittarius 
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 Basically, Gold goes up from a low that occurs 0-13 trading days before helio Mercury 

enters Sagittarius, and then tops out 4-12 calendar days after it enters Sagittarius. Usually these 

are smart rallies. But it also has a 20% tendency to fall hard instead. There is a decent short-term 

profit when it works, but when it fails, losses can be steep. 
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Comment

3/11/01-3/23/01 1 3/7 261.80 -4 cal days -3 trade days 3/12 274.80 + 1 cal day

6/7/01-6/18/01 2 6/5 268.00 -2 -2 6/14 280.00 + 7

9/3/01-9/14/01 3 8/28 272.60 -6 -4 9/14 292.30 +11

11/30/01-12/11/01 4 11/27 274.00 -3 -2 12/3 279.50 +4

2/26/02-3/9/02 5 2/21 290.50 -5 -3 3/1 300.00 +3

5/25/02-6/5/02 6 5/15 307.50 -10 -8 6/4 330.70 +10

8/21/02-9/1/02 7 8/23 305.50 +2 +2 8/30 314.50 +9 9/9  went to 321.50

11/17/02-11/27/02 8 11/13 317.00 -4 -3 11/22 322.00 +5

2/13/03-2/23/03 9 2/18 343.50 +5 +2 2/25 360.30 +12 2nd day in Capricorn

5/12/03-5/22/03 10 5/7 339.60 -5 -3 5/21 373.20 +9

8/8/03-8/18/03 11 8/1 346.00 -7 -5 8/14 368.80 +6

11/4/03-11/14/03 12 11/3 372.50 -1 -1 11/14 399.40 +10

1/30/04-2/10/04 13 2/2 396.00 +3 +1 2/6 409.50 +7 bottomed 1st day after Sag

4/27/04-5/8/04 14 4/29 380.60 +2 +2 5/5 394.00 +8

7/24/04-8/4/04 15 7/28 385.00 +4 +3 8/6 401.50 +13 2nd day in Capricorn

10/20/04-10/31/04 16 10/13 413.50 -7 -5 11/1 431`.5 +11 1st day of Capricorn

1/16/05-1/27/05 17 1/7 417.10 -9 -6 1/21 428.50 +5

4/14/05-4/25/05 18 4/14 423.50 0 0 4/26 439.10 +12 1st day of Capricorn

7/11/05-7/22/05 19 7/15 424.20 +4 +4 7/22 432.70 +11

10/7/05-10/18/05 20 9/27 461.20 -10 -8 10/12 483.10 +5

10/5 465.90 -2 -2

1/3/06-1/14/06 21 12/21/05 492.30 -13 -7 1/17 565.50 +14 1 trading day after enter Capricorn

4/1/06-4/12/06 22 3/29 565.40 -3 -3 4/11 608.40 +10

6/28/06-7/9/06 23 6/14 546.40 -14 -10 7/7 639.50 +9 June 14 was much lower than 6/23

6/23 574.50 -5 -3

9/24/06-10/5/06 24 9/15 576.60 -9 -6 9/28 612.40 +4

12/21/06-1/1/07 25 12/18 615.10 -3 -3 1/3 647.30 +2 but high was 1st trade day after

3/19/07-3/30-07 26 3/14 637.60 -5 -3 3/28 669.80 +9

Mercury in Sagittarius
Closest Low High
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6/15/07-6/26/07 27 6/13 647.00 -2 -2 6/19 665.90 +4

9/11/07-9/22/07 28 8/29 670.20 -13 -9 9/21 747.10 +10

12/8/07-12/19/07 29 12/3 777.00 -5 -4 12/12 815.90 +4

3/5/08-3/16/08 30 3/4 963.80 -1 -1 3/17 1014.60 +12 high was 1st trade day after Capricorn

6/1/08-6/1/08 31 6/5 865.40 +4 +4 6/9 908.90 +8

8/28/08-9/8/08 32 8/15 777.70 -13 -9 8/28 849.70 0

8/26 812.00 -2 -2

11/24/08-12/5/08 33 11/13 698.20 -11 -7 11/25 835.50 +1

2/20/09-3/3/09 34 2/9 893.50 -11 -8 2/20 1009.80 0 it fell in Sag

5/19/09-5/30/09 35 5/18 915.20 -1 -1 5/29 980.40 +10

8/15/09-8/26/09 36 8/17 931.30 +2 0 8/21 959.90 +6 low was 1st trade day after Sag started

11/11/09-11/22/09 37 10/28 1076.90 -14 -10 11/23 1174.00 +1 rallied more after enter Capricorn

11/13 1101.20 +2 +2 12/3 1226.40

2/7/10-2/18/10 38 2/5 1045.60 -2 -1 2/17 1129.80 +10

5/6/10-5/17/10 39 5/5 1156.20 -1 -1 5/14 1249.70 +8

8/2/10-8/12/10 40 7/28 1159.30 -5 -3 8/6 1213.30 +4

8/19 1239.50 +17

10/29/10-11/8/10 41 10/27 1318.60 -2 -2 11/9 1424.30 +11 High 1st day of Capricorn

1/25/11-2/4/11 42 1/28 1307.70 +3 +3 2/4 1360.00 +10 con't hugher until 4 days in Capricorn

2/8 1367.00 +14

4/23/11-5/3/11 43 4/26 1493.70 +3 +2 5/2 1577.00 +9

7/19/11-7/30/11 44 7/1 1478.30 -18 -11 7/27 1628.80 +8 Blasted off afterwards

7/15 1576.00 -4 -2

10/15/11-10/26/11 45 10/7 1627.60 -8 -5 10/28 1754.00 +13 high 2nd day in Capriocrn

1/11/12-1/22/12 46 12/29 1523.90 -14 -8 1/19 1670.60 +8

1/9 1609.70 -2 -2

4/8/12-4/19/12 47 4/4 1613.00 -4 -2 4/12 1681.3` +4

7/5/12-7/16/12 48 6/28 1547.60 -7 -3 7/3 1625.70 -1 in wide range

10/1/12-10/12/12 49 9/26 1735.80 -5 -3 10/5 1796.40 +4

12/28/12-1/8/13 50 12/20 1635.20 -8 -5 1/17 1697.80 +20

1/4 1626.00 +7 +4

3/26/13-4/6/13 51 3/25 1588.40 -1 -1 3/27 1608.00 +1

4/16 1322.10 +21       Big failure down

6/22/13-7/3/13 52 6/28 1179.40 +6 +4 7/2 1267.00 +10 Another sharp down to start
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HELIOCENTRIC MERCURY IN SAGITTARIUS STUDIES 

52 CASES: 2001-JULY 2013 (still works about the same percent of time) 

 

1. 12 of 52 cases bottomed after helio Mercury entered Sag (23.0%) 

2. 40 of 52 cases bottomed on or up to 13 calendar days or 9 trading days before (76.9%) 

3. 27 of 52 cases bottomed 0-5 calendar days before (51.9%) 

4. 33 of 52 cases bottomed 0-5 trading days before (63.4%). 

 

5. 42 of 52 cases topped out at least 4 calendar days after helio Mercury entered Sag (80.8%) 

6. 39 of 52 cases topped out 4-12 calendar after (75%) 

7. Most common was 8-11 calendars after (22/52 = 42.3%) 

8. There were 7 cases of tops on the 4th calendar day after, 5 each at 8 and 9 calendar days, 

and 8 at 10 calendar days after helio Mercury entered Sagittarius. 

 

Conclusions:  

 

Gold rallies approximately 77% of time from a low that happens before heliocentric 

Mercury enters Sagittarius, up to 9 trading days before. Usually, the low is in 0-5 trading 

days before. 

 

Gold continues higher into the period of 4-12 calendar days after helio Mercury enters 

Sagittarius, mostly 8-12 calendar days afterwards. 

 

The bearish relationship of Silver to Venus in Libra 

 

 This is observational only. No formal studies have been done – yet (but would make a good 

assignment study). The observation is that primary or half-primary cycle troughs often happen 

when in Silver when Venus transits through Libra. The idea is to buy that low and anticipate a 

strong rally afterwards. On the following pages, we present the last two cases of Venus in Libra 

and how it coincided with lows in Silver. The first chart uses SLV, the Silver ETF, which is 

probably a better proxy for these studies than a continuous futures chart. The second chart, 

however, is of Silver futures. 

 

 Note that the bearish trend usually begins before Venus ingresses into Libra. It bottoms while 

in Libra, and then rallies smartly.  
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MMTA QUIZ #9 COURSE 3 –  

PLANET-SIGN CORRELATIONS TO TRENDS 
 

1. What happens in financial markets related to Uranus ingressing into a certain sign? 

 

 

 

 

2. What market was affected when Uranus went through Aquarius? When was that and 

what happened? 

 

 

 

 

 

3. What market was affected when Uranus went through Pisces? When was that? 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What sign types affect weather and grain markets? Describe each affect. 

 

 

 

 

 

5. What planetary configurations (or aspects) were present in 2020-2021 when Corn prices 

rose so much? 

 

 

 

 

6. When does the Gold market tend to bottom relative to the transit of Mars? When does it 

tend to top out? List the degrees of the signs that are involved in this correlation. 

 

 

 

 

7. What is the Venus-sign correlation to lows in Silver? 

 

 

 

 

8. What is the heliocentric Mercury correlation to Silver and Gold prices? 
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PLANET-SIGN CORRELATIONS TO FINANCIAL MARKETS TRENDS  

MODULE LESSON 10 

OPTIONAL PRACTICE IN SILVER, SOYBEANS, COPPER, OR SUGAR 
 

 The purpose of this lesson is to practice observing planets in signs in specific markets and see 

if you can spot a correlation in 1) trends, 2) culmination of primary cycle crests or troughs in 

certain signs, or sign types (qualities or elements) and/or 3) reversals in price nearby to ingresses 

involving Venus or Mars. 

 

 In your groups, or on your own, let’s do a study of Venus in Libra. We already suggested that 

it correlates with primary or half-primary cycle lows in Silver. But one would think it might also 

have a correlation with trends or cycle culminations involving Sugar, Copper, or Soybeans, since 

Venus rules each, and Venus also rules Libra. Let’s test this astrological theory by doing a simple 

pilot study. Follow these steps: 

 

1. Choose one market of interest from the list given above. If you can’t get a well-defined 

continuation chart for the commodity, then use an ETF that measurers that commodity, like 

SLV for Silver. 

2. Identify the last 10 times that Venus was in Libra – when it ingressed into and out of Libra. 

Use your astrological software or an ephemeris to do this. 

3. See how frequently there was a change of trend within 3 trading days of each ingress date 

(into and out of Libra). 

4. Identify what types of cycles culminated with Venus in Libra. Only consider the major, 

half-primary, or primary types. Was there a preponderance of troughs or crest cycles here? 

5. Can you spot a preponderance of trend – was it mostly bullish or bearish when Venus was 

in Libra? 

6. If bullish, when did the low tend to occur (sign and degree range) prior to Venus ingressing 

into Libra? What degree range coincided with the crest? 

7. If bearish, when did the crest tend to occur (sign and degree range) prior to Venus 

ingressing into Libra? What degree range coincided with the trough in Libra? 

8. Note any other observations from your study. 
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THE BUTTONWOOD AND FRB CHARTS: 

TRANSITS TO PLANETARY PATTERNS IN KEY FINANCIAL CHARTS 

MODULE LESSON 11 

 
 The purpose of this lesson is to correlate additional reversals in stock indices and Treasuries 

on the basis of transiting planets in aspect to strong planetary positions in the chart of the NYSE 

(“Buttonwood” chart) and the chart of the founding of the Federal Reserve Board. 

 

 In this lesson, you will learn: 

 

1. The key zodiacal degrees of strong planetary patterns in the NYSE chart 

2. The key zodiacal degrees of strong planetary patterns in the FRB chart 

3. The importance of transiting Mars and other planets in aspect to these zodiacal degrees in 

terms of reversals in the U.S. stock market and the U.S. Treasury market. 

 

THE “BUTTONWOOD CHART” AND THE NYSE 

 The USA stock market began on May 17, 1792. According to the web site article at 

http://business.illinois.edu/broker/course/lesson09/x1a.htm,  

“The New York Stock Exchange began over two hundred years ago when, faced with cut rate 

competition from a group of powerful government bond merchants, twenty-four brokers 

signed the Buttonwood Tree Agreement. The agreement created a closed club in which 

members agreed to trade only with each other and to abide by a 0.25% commission rate.  

A year later the organization itself moved indoors, to the Tontine Coffee House, but unless 

the weather was particularly vile, trading itself still took place outdoors…  

The May 17, 1792 Buttonwood Tree Agreement was named after the huge Sycamore (known 

in the vernacular as a Buttonwood Tree) in front of 68 Wall Street under which brokers 

gathered to trade.”  

 Therefore, the chart of May 17, 1792 has been used by Financial Astrologers to identify 

important turns in U.S. stock indices for many, many years. And with good reason: it usually 

works! 

 

 As in most cases, MMTA uses an Aries rising chart for 2 reasons: 1) it correlates sign 

principals with its associated house (i.e., first house is Aries, first sign, etc.), so it is easier to 

interpret, and 2) since we don’t really have a time, we don’t really know what the correct degrees 

and even signs on the houses are. The Aries rising chart of the Buttonwood Agreement is shown 

on the next page. 

 

 

  
 

http://business.illinois.edu/broker/course/lesson09/x1a.htm
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From this chart, you can observe two key patterns, or two areas of the zodiac that are heavily 

charged astrologically. They are: 

 

1. 23-27° fixed signs. That is because Mercury and the Sun are posited at 23 and 27° of Taurus 

(a fixed sign) respectively, and Pluto at 23° of Aquarius, is also a fixed sign. Thus, 23-27° 

of fixed signs is an exceptionally charged zone of the zodiac for U.S. stock indices, 

especially the DJIA. When planets transit here, the DJIA often reverses. When Mars is 

there, there is usually a low that is the end of a sharp, but possibly brief, decline. 

 

2. 22-27° degrees of cardinal or air signs. This is actually two segments. First, Jupiter and 

Neptune are in 22-27° of Libra, in opposition to Saturn at 26° Aries. It is possible the Moon 

could be in this area too (20° Aries), but we aren’t sure of the time. This was constructed 

for 10:30 AM, and the Moon moves 1° every two hours, so it probably is important. But 
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we don’t know exactly from where it would start with the Moon. Probably somewhere 

between 18-23° Aries. When planets transit 22-27° of cardinal signs (and maybe a little 

before), this opposition pattern between Jupiter, Neptune, and Saturn is touched off. Stock 

indices like the DJIA often reverse during this time band. 

 

 

3. The second part of it involves Pluto, which is at 23° of Aquarius, also an air sign. Therefore, 

it trines Jupiter and Neptune at 22-27° degrees of air signs. Whenever other planets enter 

22-27° degrees of air signs, this trine is activated. When planets transit 22-27° degrees of 

Gemini, a grand trine is formed. The U.S. stock market is expected to reverse then, 

especially if a high is forming. An example of this would be the recent period Jupiter 

transited these degrees. If you look in a 2021 ephemeris, you will see that Jupiter transited 

22-27° Aquarius during March 25-April 22. A trading bottom low formed on March 25, 

when Jupiter activated those air-sign degrees. We then saw another high and low near the 

end of that transit, in the form of a major top and bottom, on April 16 and 20, respectively.  

 

 
 

 

THE KEY ZODIACAL DEGREES OF STRONG PLANETARY PATTERNS IN THE FRB 

CHART 

 

 The Federal Reserve Board was created as an act of Congress on December 23, 1913, 6:02 

PM, in New York City, according to the December 24, 1913 edition of the New York Times. The 

Aries chart for the passage of the Federal Reserve Board act is shown on the next page. 
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The most important aspect formation shown here is the Sun-Pluto opposition at 0-1° of 

Cancer-Capricorn. Therefore, any planets in 0-1° of cardinal signs will form a hard aspect to the 

FRB Sun-Pluto opposition. Planets in 0-1° of earth or water signs will form a sextile-trine to the 

FRB Sun-Pluto opposition. This can coincide with a major reversal in all interest-rate related 

markets, such as U.S. Treasuries (T-Bonds and 10-Year Notes), and also currencies, especially if 

it coincides with a CRD. There is also a Mercury-Saturn opposition, but has not proved to be a 

consistent and significant reversal indicator in Treasuries 

 

 
  

As an example, note that transiting Mars passed over 0-1° Cancer (conjunct FRB Pluto, 

opposition to its Sun), April 23-April 26 (Friday-Monday). On the next page is a chart of the Ten-

Year Notes at that time. Do you see a reversal around that time? 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF TRANSITS IN ASPECT TO THESE ZODIACAL DEGREES IN 

TERMS OF REVERSALS IN THE U.S. STOCK MARKET AND THE U.S. TREASURY 

MARKET 

 

 The task of identifying reversal points in the U.S. stock market and U.S. Treasury indices via 

transits to the NYSE chart (“Buttonwood Agreement”) and FRB chart can be enhanced by drawing 

lines on the MMA Calendar graph that indicate when each chart is being activated. 

 

 An example of how this is done is shown via the Calendar Graph for 2021 via the power point 

slide accompanying this part of the course. Each student should have the color edition of the 

calendar graph in their workbook and/or slides, and you are encouraged to draw these lines on 

your own onto the calendar graphs. 
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Note how a section is drawn out above the calendar line for aspects to the NYSE chart and then 

the FRB chart. The hard aspects are drawn in red above the calendar dates to which they apply, 

within 1 degree. The blue lines are drawn for the soft, or harmonious aspects, according to when 

they are in effect for both the NYSE and FRB charts. 

 

 Pay closest attention to those times when the red or blue lines overlap with critical reversal 

dates, especially those that contain the green Level 1 signatures. 
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QUIZ #11 ON THE BUTTONWOOD AND FRB CHARTS 

 
1. What is the birthdate, or natal chart date, for the founding of the U.S. stock market? What 

is this chart also known as? 

 

 

 

 

2. What are the three major aspects in this chart and what degrees of the zodiac are thus 

sensitive when planets transit through them? 

 

 

 

 

3. When did Mars last transit one of these degree zones? What zone was it?  

 

 

 

 

4. When is the next time Mars will transit in aspect to one of these degree zones? What zone 

will it be? Is there a critical reversal zone nearby? What do you think will happen in the 

DJIA at that time? 

 

 

 

 

5. What is the birthdate, or natal chart date, for the founding of the Federal Reserve Board? 

 

 

 

 

6. What aspect in that chart is most important for potential reversals in the U.S. Treasury 

markets? 

 

 

 

 

7. When did Jupiter and/or Mars last aspect this degree zone? What happened in U.S. 

Treasuries then? Were other markets affected at that time? Which ones? 

 

 

 

8. When will Mars next make a hard aspect to this degree zone? 
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INTEGRATING GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSAL DATES WITH 

CYCLE STUDIES FOR OPTIMAL MARKET TIMING FOR TRADERS 

MODULE LESSON 12 

 
 The purpose of this lesson is to demonstrate how to combine cycle time bands for a market 

reversal with geocosmic signatures of a market reversal. In other words, how to narrow the time 

band for a cycle culmination in financial markets with the use geocosmic critical reversal dates. 

 

 In this lesson you will learn the following: 

 

1. Review of drawing lines that indicate when a cycle trough (or crest) is due 

2. Observing when the phases of those cycles are due to unfold; where they overlap the greater 

cycle culmination time band for maximum probability of a reversal 

3. Identifying geocosmic critical reversal dates (CDRs) that occur within these time bands for 

a cycle culmination 

4. Identifying time bands when transits form hard aspects to the NYSE and/or FRB charts as 

an additional market timing tool, if forecasting stock or interest-rate related markets 

 

DETERMINING WHEN A CYCLE CREST AND/OR TROUGH IS DUE, AS WELL AS 

ITS PHASES 

 

 The first step in all of MMTA’s market forecasting involves the application of our market 

timing tools, for they are the “leading indicators.”  

 

 To do that, we follow these steps: 

 

• Locate the last primary cycle trough. 

• Count forward the number of weeks when the next primary cycle trough is due, and draw 

a line on the bottom of the chart to highlight that probable primary cycle trough time band. 

• Locate the last major and half-primary cycle trough.  

• Count forward the number of weeks when the next major and half-primary cycle trough is 

due, and draw a line on the bottom of the chart to highlight when that is. Pay close attention 

when these lines begin to overlap with the projected primary cycle time band. 

• You may also count forward after each major, half-primary, and primary cycle trough and 

identify possible time bands for the next crests of each cycle. You may draw these lines on 

the top part of the bar chart. This will be more challenging, however, because the crest 

location depends upon whether the cycle is bullish or bearish. 

 

Let’s show an example of this in Gold prices, using GLD as our proxy. 
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 In the chart of Gold shown above, we start with primary cycle low of December 29, 2012. We 

then count 15-21 weeks later and draw a line at the bottom of the chart (in red, in this example). 

This is when the next primary cycle trough would normally be due.  

 

 From there, we draw another line 5-7 weeks afterwards (from December 29) to indicate when 

the first major cycle trough is due. This is shown as a black line on the bottom of the chart. We 

also draw a line 8-11 weeks after December 29 to indicate when an 8-11 week half-primary cycle 

trough would be due. This we did in an orange line. Finally, we also draw a line 2-5 weeks after 

December 29 to indicate when the first major cycle crest would be due. This is shown with a blue 

line. 

 

 Once the first major cycle trough is located, repeat these steps. That is, draw another black 

line 5-7 weeks afterwards, and another blue line 2-5 weeks afterwards – assuming the trend is still 

up. If not, then the blue line for the crest is drawn only 1-3 weeks afterwards (bearish trend). Do 

the same with the 8-11 week half-primary cycle trough – if there was a half-primary cycle trough. 

Was there a major cycle trough at the first 5-7 week interval? Was there a major cycle trough at 

the first 2-4 week interval? Was there an 8-11 week half-primary cycle trough? 
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 Once the second major cycle trough is located, repeat the steps again for the crest and trough 

of the third major cycle phase. Pay attention now to the time frame when the third major cycle 

trough overlaps with the projected time band for the primary cycle trough (and even second half-

primary cycle trough, if applicable). This narrowed time band, where they all overlap, is the ideal 

time for the primary cycle to bottom. Did it work here? Yes. The primary cycle low was realized 

on May 16 (the day after Venus turned retrograde). 

 
IDENTIFYING GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSAL DATES (CRDS) THAT OCCUR 

WITHIN THESE TIME BANDS FOR A CYCLE CULMINATION 

 

 The next step is to identify geocosmic critical reversal dates (CRD) that fall within these time 

bands for cycle troughs or crests and their phases. Remember: when we get to the time band for a 

primary cycle trough or crest, we want to see Level 1 types of signatures present. Also, you can 

identify critical reversal dates with FAR for the Galactic Trader or Solar Fire or other astrological 

software programs with a hit list, or even with the use of an ephemeris. 

 

 
 

 From the cycle lines shown on the bar chart, we know that a primary bottom is ideally due 

May 7-29. That is when the major cycle time band for a trough overlaps the primary cycle time 

band for a trough. Therefore, we want to study this time band and see if there are important 

geocosmic signatures unfolding then – especially Level 1 types. 

 

 From the color-coded graph above, we can see that there was a cluster in effect from about 

May 12-23. There were four signatures then, and two were Level 1 types. To zoom in on this, we 

can either go look up these dates in an ephemeris, or use the FAR for the Galactic Trader program, 

which would show the following: 
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 By zooming in, we can see that one of these signatures – Sun/Neptune – is outside our 6-day 

rule of consecutive signatures. Therefore, we use the time band of May 13-16 as the cluster. The 

midpoint is thus May 14-15, +/- 3 trading days. This then would be our forecast for a primary cycle 

trough in Gold. In retrospect, it was the evening of May 15, which shows up as May 16 in the bar 

chart. All trades after the market closes are shown as trades in the next day’s bar chart. 

 

 If we asked the FAR program to only list the Gold signatures (instead of stock market), we 

would get the following report: 

 

 
 

 In either case, the critical reversal date is still May 14-15, +/- 3 trading days. And in both 

cases, it shows the powerful Venus retrograde – a Level 1 signature – nearby (May 15).  
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QUIZ #12 ON INTEGRATING GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSAL 

DATES WITH CYCLE STUDIES 
 

1. What are the steps involved in determining the closest date to a primary cycle trough, via 

MMTA market timing tools? Describe each step involved in narrowing it down to a 

particular date with a tight orb? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. In the chart of July Corn (below), a primary cycle starts on Thursday, March 4. Identify 

the time band when the next primary cycle trough would be due. What type of primary 

cycle pattern is this? When is the time band of the cycle phase that overlaps the time band 

for the projected primary cycle trough? What critical reversal dates were present during the 

overlap of these time bands? When did the phases of the primary cycle and its crests occur? 

What geocosmic signatures were nearby to those cycle turns? 
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INTEGRATING GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSAL DATES, CYCLE 

TIME BANDS, AND TECHNICAL STUDIES FOR OPTIMAL MARKET 

TIMING IN FINANCIAL MARKETS. 

MODULE LESSON 13 

 
The purpose of this lesson is to maximize the optimal entry point (buy point) for a projected 

primary cycle trough, nearby to an overlap of cycles and geocosmic critical reversal dates, utilizing 

certain technical factors and charting patterns. This methodology may also be used for trading 

cycle phases and their crests. 

 

In this lesson, you will learn the following: 

 

1. The art of successful trading 

2. Identifying financial markets that are in a time band for a primary cycle trough or crest 

when a three-star critical reversal date is approaching 

3. How to use oscillators, like daily stochastics, to identify markets that are preparing for a 

major reversal based upon their patterns 

4. Spotting cases of intermarket bullish or bearish divergence when a cycle trough or crest is 

due, while at the same time as a geocosmic critical reversal zone, or Level 1 signatures, are 

nearby 

 

THE ART OF SUCCESSFUL TRADING 

 

 There is no sure-fire, easy, or simple way to be a successful trader. It’s complex and it involves 

the following factors: 

 

1) A methodology (trading plan) that has a high rate of consistently timing market lows and 

highs, and/or profitable entry and exit points 

2) The discipline to follow that methodology, or trading plan, that comes from it 

3) The discipline to take action to protect your account when it is apparent the market is not 

going the way of the projection (either hedge or exit) 

4) The discipline to make most of the trades in the direction of the underlying trend indicated 

by the cycle phasing (first phases are bullish) 

5) The discipline (and courage) to initiate good risk-reward trades when the timing and 

technical set up are in alignment 

6) If you are an aggressive trader, then you want maximum profit potential with minimal risk; 

you want trades that have a high frequency of making a profit with the least amount of 

exposure (time) in that market 

 

For MMTA, the art of successful trading and forecasting begins with market timing skills: 

knowing when the reversal is due, and then when the technical set up is unfolding properly. 
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IDENTIFYING FINANCIAL MARKETS THAT ARE IN A TIME BAND FOR A 

PRIMARY CYCLE TROUGH OR CREST WHEN A THREE-STAR CRITICAL 

REVERSAL DATE IS APPROACHING 

 

 There are two ways to prepare properly for a primary cycle trough or crest: 

 

1) Identify a critical reversal date, +/- 3 trading days, and then review all the markets you 

trade and see if any are in a time band for a primary, half-primary, or even major cycle 

trough or crest. Or, 

2) Identify a time band when a primary, half-primary, or major cycle trough is due and see if 

there are any critical reversal dates due within each time band. It is best if the declines are 

corrective types in a bullish cycle (i.e., a correction of the primary cycle rally for a primary 

cycle trough, a correction of a bullish major or half-primary cycle rally for a major or half-

primary cycle trough). This can be reversed in bear markets when looking for rallies to 

crests of these cycles. 

 

USING OSCILLATORS, LIKE DAILY STOCHASTICS, TO IDENTIFY MARKETS 

THAT ARE PREPARING FOR A MAJOR REVERSAL WHEN A CYCLE LOW OR 

HIGH IS DUE 

 

 Once a market enters the optimal time band for a primary, half-primary, or major cycle trough 

in a bullish trend, you then look for the following: 

 

1) The price target zone for the corrective decline, according to the cycle that is due 

2) The 15-day slow stochastics (or some other oscillator that you value) 

 

a) If a primary cycle, the stochastics should be under 20% - oversold 

b) The pattern is best when there is oscillator divergence – price makes a new cycle low, 

but oscillator level is higher than a prior low in the last 1-4 weeks 

c) The pattern is best if there is a double looping formation below 20% as a second and 

lower low forms 

 

3) If the primary cycle trend is bearish, then calculate the price target zone for the corrective 

rally, according to the cycle that is due 

4) The 15-day slow stochastics (or some other oscillator that you value) 

 

a) If a primary cycle crest, the stochastics should be over 80% - overbought 

b) The pattern is best when there is oscillator divergence – price makes a new cycle high, 

but oscillator level is lower than a prior high in the last 1-4 weeks 

c) The pattern is best if there is a double looping formation above 80% as a second and 

higher high forms 

5) When major cycle lows are due in a bullish primary cycle, or major highs are due in a 

bearish primary cycle, the 15-day slow stochastics reading may only get to the neutral 42-

58% range. 
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SPOTTING CASES OF INTERMARKET BULLISH OR BEARISH DIVERGENCE 

WHEN A CYCLE TROUGH OR CREST IS DUE, WHILE AT THE SAME TIME A 

GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSAL ZONE, OR LEVEL 1 SIGNATURES, ARE 

NEARBY 

 

 When primary cycle troughs occur, it is often with a double bottom formation. Or it may occur 

when a related market does not make a new cycle low at the same time (i.e., in the same week). 

This is known as “intermarket bullish divergence,” and is a very valuable signature when it occurs 

during a geocosmic critical reversal date (CRD) within a time band when the primary cycle is due. 

Please review Course 1 for further explanation. 

 

When primary cycle crests occur, it is often with a double top formation. Or it may occur 

when a related market does not make a new cycle high at the same time (i.e., in the same week). 

This is known as “intermarket bearish divergence,” and is a very valuable signature when it occurs 

during a geocosmic critical reversal date (CRD) within a time band when the primary cycle is due. 

Please review Course 1 for further explanation. 

 

Intermarket bullish and bearish divergence are not as common when major and half-primary 

cycles are due. We use this indicator only when primary cycles are due, and when CRD’s are in 

effect. 

 

EXAMPLES 

 

 Let us now look at examples of these principles at work using the 2021 Corn and Soybean 

charts. These are two related markets (grains).  

 

 Earlier we used the 2012-2013 GLD chart to demonstrate the process of overlapping the 

projected time band for the primary cycle trough, with time bands for half-primary and major cycle 

troughs. We then applied geocosmic studies to identify a CRD within the overlapping time bands 

for a primary cycle trough, and it came out spot on for the low. 

 

 There are two new geocosmic principles we would like to add when studying Corn and 

Soybeans that differs from our analysis of U.S. stocks and precious metals. That is: 

 

1. Corn and Soybeans often reverse when multiple signatures involving Venus are nearby. 

Venus signatures are probably Level 1 types for Corn and Soybeans, although formal 

studies have not been conducted. It’s just an observation from years of experience. 

2. Corn and Soybeans often reverse within one trading day of a new or full moon. These 

lunations are most powerful when Venus aspects are also involved, or a CRD is present. In 

more cases than not, highs occur nearby to a full moon and lows to a new moon. 

 

With these thoughts in mind, let’s see if we can identify the primary cycles and their phases in 

the following charts of Corn and Soybeans, and the geocosmic correlations associated with each. 

Identify each cycle and then draw the lines that identify the time bands forward to identify when 

the next cycle troughs and crests would have been due. 
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 As you identify each cycle and the geocosmic signatures present at each turn, see if you can 

also spot cases of bullish or bearish oscillator divergence on the daily stochastics. Then observe if 

there were cases of intermarket bullish or bearish divergence, or double bottoms or tops, at the 

primary cycle trough or crest. 
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QUIZ 13 ON INTEGRATING GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSALS 

DATES, CYCLE TIME BANDS, AND TECHNICAL STUDIES  
 

 

Using the calendar graph above and the Corn-Soybean charts on the prior page…  

 

1. Was there intermarket bullish divergence during the primary cycle lows? Was there 

oscillator divergence? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Were there any notable Venus aspects or transits or New/Full Moons during the primary 

cycle lows in Soybeans or Corn? 
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FORECASTING REVERSAL DATES IN VARIOUS FINANCIAL 

MARKETS – PRACTICES USING CURRENT MARKETS 

MODULE LESSON #14 
 

 The purpose of this lesson is to apply these methods to current markets and forecast an ideal 

date for a forthcoming primary cycle trough or crest. In addition, we will construct a trading plan 

on buying or selling this set up, if it occurs, within the next three-star critical reversal date time 

band. 

 

 In this lesson, you will perform the following analysis in each market: 

 

1. Identify when the current primary cycle began 

2. Identify the time band when its current primary cycle is next due to bottom 

3. Identify the phases already completed within the current primary cycle and when the next 

one is due 

4. Identify when the primary cycle crest is due (if known) 

5. Identify when the crests of the phases of the primary cycle are due 

6. Identify the chart pattern of the current primary cycle (2-phase, 3-phase, or combination) 

7. Speculate or identify what translation pattern will be in effect for the primary cycle 

8. Calculate the price target for the next corrective rally or decline to a major, half-primary, 

and/or primary cycle 

9. Speculate on what type of oscillator or chart pattern would form in the forthcoming 

primary cycle and nearby to the next CRD 
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Let us now examine each of the following markets, decide which are in a time band for a 

primary cycle as this CRD comes due, and perform the above-mentioned tasks, using the color-

coded graph above: 

 

Dow Jones Industrial Average 

Euro Currency 

T-Notes 

Crude Oil 

Soybeans 

Gold 

Silver 

 

 

 


